Announcing the eagerly anticipated 5th edition of “Unicaf in 5 Minutes”! Prepare to immerse yourself in our latest triumphs, recognitions and inspiring accomplishments. This edition promises to showcase the boundless potential and success stories within the Unicaf community. Stay tuned as we unveil the extraordinary in just 5 minutes!

Unicaf recently sponsored and participated in the National Youth Service Corps (NYSC) Orientation Camp across four states in Nigeria – Abia, Abuja, Bayelsa and Lagos – in support of Nigerian youth.

The NYSC Orientation Camp, a pivotal event for Nigerian youth, witnessed the participation of over 5,500 graduating students from universities within and outside Nigeria, marking the commencement of the 2024 NYSC Programme.

Unicaf University proudly announces a strategic partnership with Bambino Private School, a renowned day and boarding school located in area 15, Lilongwe. This collaboration marks a significant milestone in expanding access to quality education in Malawi and enhancing the academic landscape.

Stay tuned for next month’s issue, where we’ll continue to bring you a plethora of exciting updates, inspiring stories and enriching content from the world of Unicaf. Join us as we journey together towards even greater achievements and discoveries!

And now, some long-awaited exciting news! The completion of the new Lusaka campus marks a significant milestone for education in Zambia. With state-of-the-art facilities, the campus is set to provide an exceptional learning environment for students. Preparations are underway to welcome the first cohort of students, with enrolment starting from only 2,810 ZMW per month, ensuring accessibility to quality education. Stay tuned for updates on the inauguration ceremony, as we celebrate this momentous occasion in education.

The Kenya Model United Nations 23rd Annual Conference concluded successfully, reaffirming its pivotal role as a platform for youth engagement and diplomatic discourse within East Africa. Organised by the Kenya Model United Nations Secretariat, the conference brought together passionate and motivated young leaders from diverse backgrounds to simulate the workings of the United Nations. Delegates engaged in tackling pressing global issues, diplomatic negotiations and formulating solutions to complex challenges facing the international community.

Unicaf’s presence in the Kenya Model United Nations (KMUN) 23rd Annual Conference was invaluable. Engaging with passionate young leaders, diplomats and advocates has strengthened Unicaf’s resolve to advance quality education and promote sustainable development throughout the African continent.

Unicaf’s commitment to driving positive change shines through its recent initiative, offering 100 generous scholarships to deserving women across Africa. With these scholarships, 100 outstanding African women are empowered to pursue a British Master’s degree online, unlocking a pathway to excellence and fulfilling their dreams through quality online education.

This transformative opportunity not only enriches individual lives but also strengthens communities and propels progress across the continent.
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